Press Release

DIVERSIFIED PLASTICS INC. ANNOUNCES ACQUISITION OF ATLANTA ROTOMOLDING INC.
Latta, SC- September 14, 2017 - Diversified Plastics Inc., a leading international rotational molder based out of Latta, South

Carolina, announces its acquisition of Atlanta Rotomolding Inc.

Just last year, Diversified Plastics Inc. (also known as DPI) added a second location, in Union Point, GA. That location was

added due to the company expanding their business to manufacturing large waste dumpsters and recycling containers. Now,
DPI makes the dumpsters and recycling containers in a variety of sizes, such as 2 yards, 4 yards, 6 yards, and 8 yards. This
expansion came with a 35,000-square-foot space, but now they've gotten even bigger.

Equipment from Atlanta Rotomolding Inc. will move from Decatur, Georgia to Union Point, in a 15,000-square-foot building.
This acquisition comes from DPI’s plans to expand to more custom rotational molding for their customers.

While Diversified Plastics has offered custom rotomolding work for their customers for years, this expansion also allows DPI to
expand manufacturing rotomolding products for other firms more efficiently, and provide better service.

With more equipment, the larger, 35,000-square-foot facility will be used for manufacturing and production of new rotomolding
products, while the 15,000-square-foot facility will be used for shipping and storage.

Diversified Plastics Inc. Corporate Headquarters is in Latta, South Carolina. They expanded to Union Point, Georgia so they
could be more accessible to existing and new customers.

Since 1976, Diversified Plastics has been the leading rotational molding manufacturer of custom and standard material

handling carts and plastic storage containers. DPI specializes in material handling carts for the industrial, textile, hospitality,

laundry, agricultural and marine industries, plus waste and recycling plastic containers for restaurants, sports venues and
stadiums, apartment and condominium complexes, and corporate offices.

In addition to providing custom material handling solutions and waste containers for any application, DPI’s diverse product

assortment includes bulk material handling carts, plastic utility carts, laundry carts, bulk containers, tote boxes, round

containers, spring platform trucks, elevated carts, easy access carts, tilt trucks and more.

To contact Diversified Plastics, call 1-800-768-7636 or email sales@dpiroto.com. Visit dpiroto.com for more information.
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